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ABSTRACT

Until recently, X-ray flares during the afterglow of gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) were a rarely detected phenomenon;
thus, their nature is unclear. During the afterglow of GRB 050502B, the largest X-ray flare ever recorded rose rapidly
above the afterglow light curve detected by the SwiftX-Ray Telescope. The peak flux of the flare was >500 times that
of the underlying afterglow, and it occurred >12 minutes after the nominal prompt burst emission. The fluence of this
X-ray flare, (1:0 � 0:05) ; 10�6 ergs cm�2 in the 0.2–10.0 keVenergy band, exceeded the fluence of the nominal
prompt burst. The spectra during the flare were significantly harder than those measured before and after the flare.
Later in time, there were additional flux increases detected above the underlying afterglow, as well as a break in the
afterglow light curve. All evidence presented below, including spectral and, particularly, timing information during
and around the giant flare, suggests that this giant flare was the result of internal dissipation of energy due to late
central engine activity, rather than an afterglow-related effect. We also find that the data are consistent with a second
central engine activity episode, in which the ejecta is moving slower than that of the initial episode, causing the
giant flare and then proceeding to overtake and refresh the afterglow shock, thus causing additional activity at even
later times in the light curve.

Subject headinggs: gamma rays: bursts — X-rays: bursts

1. INTRODUCTION

Since its launch on 2004 November 20, Swift (Gehrels et al.
2004) has provided detailed measurements of numerous GRBs
and their afterglows with unprecedented reaction times. Of the
57 bursts detected by the Burst Alert Telescope (BAT; Barthelmy
et al. 2004) as of 2005August 3, 43were observed by the narrow-
field instruments in less than 200 ks (typical reaction time was
much less, but occasionally BAT detected a burst that was obser-
vationally constrained). The narrow-field instruments include the
X-RayTelescope (XRT;Burrows et al. 2005a) and theUltraviolet/
Optical Telescope (UVOT; Roming et al. 2005). Of these 43 ob-
servations, 42 afterglows were detected by the XRT, and 30 of
them received prompt (<300 s) observations with the pointed in-
struments. By detecting burst afterglows promptly and with high
sensitivity, the properties of the early afterglow and extended

prompt emission can be studied in detail for the first time. This
also facilitates studies of the transition between the prompt emis-
sion and the afterglow.
While there are still many unknown factors related to the

mechanisms that produce GRB emission, the most commonly
accepted model is that of a relativistically expanding fireball
with associated internal and external shocks (Mészáros & Rees
1997). In this model, internal shocks produce the prompt GRB
emission. Observationally, this emission typically has a timescale
of�30 s for long bursts and�0.3 s for short bursts (Meegan et al.
1996). The expanding fireball then shocks the ambient material
to produce a broadband afterglow that decays quickly (typically
as�t��). When the Doppler boosting angle of this decelerating
fireball exceeds the opening angle of the jet into which it is ex-
panding, then a steepening of the light curve ( jet break) is also
predicted (Rhoads 1999). For a description of the theoretical
models of GRB emission and associated observational prop-
erties, see Mészáros (2002), Zhang & Mészáros (2004), Piran
(2005), and van Paradijs et al. (2000).
Several authors have suggested reasons to expect continued

activity from the internal engine of the GRB after the classical
‘‘prompt’’ emission time frame. Katz (1997) considered a model
in which a magnetized disk around a central black hole could lead
to continued energy release in the form of internal shocks. The
parameters of this energy release would depend on the complex
configuration of the magnetic field and the magnetic reconnec-
tion dynamics, but time periods as long as days for the delayed
emission were predicted. King et al. (2005) have speculated that
episodic accretion processes could explain continued internal
engine activity. These authors expect that fragmentation and sub-
sequent accretion during the collapse of a rapidly rotating stellar
core could explain observations of extended prompt emission.
In general, the dominant model of an expanding fireball with
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internal/external shocks (Mészáros & Rees 1997) allows for
continued prompt emission, provided that the internal engine is
capable of continuing the energy injection.

A few previous observations have included indications of flar-
ing from GRBs after the nominal prompt emission phase. Watson
et al. (2003) used XMM-Newton to detect line emission from
GRB030227nearly 20 hr after the prompt burst. They inferred con-
tinued energy injection at this late time and concluded that a nearly
simultaneous supernova and GRB event would require sporadic
power output with a luminosity in excess of�5 ; 1046 ergs s�1.
Piro et al. (2005) used BeppoSAX to observe twoGRBswith rel-
atively small X-ray flares. The X-ray flare times for GRB 011121
andGRB011211were reported as t ¼ 240 and600 s, respectively.
The spectral parameters of these two X-ray flares were consistent
with afterglow parameters, and these flares were interpreted as the
onset of the afterglow (Piro et al. 2005). Two other examples of
flaring and/or late-timescale emission can be found in in’t Zand
et al. (2003) and Galli & Piro (2005). Although not a detection of
late flares from a particular GRB, thework of Connaughton (2002),
in which an ensemble of GRBs was analyzed, should also be men-
tioned. In this study, 400 long GRBs detected by the Burst and
Transient Source Experiment (BATSE) were analyzed together in
the form of a summed light curve above 20 keV. Significant emis-
sion was found at late times (at least to1000 s). There are several
possible explanations for this emission that do not require flares,
but flares at various times are certainly one possible explanation.

More recently, Burrows et al. (2005b) provided the initial
report that two bursts detected by Swift showed strong X-ray
flares. The first of these, XRF 050406, was an X-ray flash with a
short and relatively weak X-ray flare that peaked 213 s after the
nominal prompt emission. Due to the fast rise/decay, the most
natural explanation for this flare is continued internal engine ac-
tivity at late times (i.e., delayed prompt emission). A detailed
analysis of XRF 050406 is provided by Romano et al. (2006).
GRB 050502B, the subject of this paper, was also reported on
by Burrows et al. (2005b), since it had a dramatic X-ray flare
that peaked 740 s after the nominal prompt emission. This paper
will now explore this event in more detail.

GRB 050502B was detected by the Swift BAT at 09:25:40 UT
on 2005 May 2 (Falcone et al. 2005). According to Cummings
et al. (2005), the T90 duration for the prompt emission detected
by BAT was 17:5 � 0:2 s, and the burst had three individual
peaks. The main hard peak had a 6 s duration, was well fit by a
power law with photon index 1:6 � 0:1, and had a 15–350 keV
fluence of (8:0 � 1:0) ; 10�7 ergs cm�2 (Cummings et al. 2005).
The spacecraft slewed promptly, and observationswith SwiftXRT
and Swift UVOT began 63 s after the BAT trigger time. Since the
flux was initially low, the XRT image mode data did not produce
an initial onboard centroid position; however, the first pass of
data was analyzed on the ground, leading to an XRT position of
R:A: ¼ 09h30m10:s1, decl: ¼ þ16

�
59m44B3 (J2000), with a 90%

containment uncertainty of 500 (Pagani et al. 2005). There was
no counterpart found by UVOT, but ground-based optical obser-
vations reported by Cenko et al. (2005) revealed a fading after-
glow at R:A:¼ 09h30m10:s02, decl: ¼ þ16�59m48:s07 (J2000),
which is within 400 of the reported XRT position. Following the
initial low-flux detection by XRT, continued monitoring revealed
increased flux that turned out to be the largest X-ray flare ever
detected during a GRB afterglow. This giant X-ray flare was not
accompanied by any detected emission in the BATenergy band.

2. OBSERVATIONS

In this paper, we are reporting observations and analysis with
the XRT data set. The XRT began taking data on this burst

within 63 s after the BAT prompt emission trigger. After the
initial data taken in image mode, the spacecraft executed its
usual sequence of modes and began taking windowed timing
(WT) mode data. Since the rate was initially low, the telescope
then switched into photon counting (PC) mode. Throughout the
initial data segment, there was significant mode switching be-
tween PC mode and WT mode. The initial data segment (data
taken after the autonomous slew) contained 57.8 ks of data after
screening. Following this autonomous slew, follow-up obser-
vations were scheduled on GRB 050502B, which resulted in a
total of 178 ks of data taken over a time period ranging from 63 s
to 10.6 days after the BAT trigger.

3. ANALYSIS

Data were reduced using the latest HEAsoft tools (ver. 6.0),
including Swift software version 2.0, and the latest response
(ver. 7.0) and ancillary response files (created using xrtmkarf)
available in CALDB at the time of analysis. Data were screened
with standard parameters. Data were also screened to elimi-
nate time periods when the CCD temperature was warmer than
�50

�
C. When analyzing WT data, only grades 0–2 were in-

cluded, and when using PC mode data, only grades 0–12 were
included. Source and background regions were specified inde-
pendently for each data segment using the image from all data in
that segment. For PC mode data, the source region was a 30 pixel
radius circle during the initial data segment when the source was
very bright, and it was a 15 pixel radius circle for all subsequent
data segments. The background region was chosen in a source-
free region of the image and was a circle with twice the radius
of the source region in each data segment. Background for WT
mode data was found to be negligible. The light curves were
binned such that all bins contained >8 counts after background
subtraction (actually, most bins had hundreds of counts).

Spectral models were fit to data using Xspec version 12.2.0.
Spectra were fit in the 0.2–5.5 keV energy range. The energy
range above 5.5 keV was excluded, since some of the time
regions before and after the giant flare had almost no counts
above this energy. In the interests of maintaining consistency in
the analysis, a common upper bound (5.5 keV) was chosen for
the energy range used in the fit. A systematic error of 3% was
assigned throughout the energy range due to uncertainties in the
response of the instrument. The response below 0.6 keV is more
uncertain, since calibration is more difficult in this energy range;
thus, a systematic error of 5% is assumed in the range 0.2–
0.6 keV. During fitting,�2 statistics were used when appropriate
(always with >20 photons bin�1). In the preflare time regionwhen
there were low counts (�60 counts), the C-statistic was used, and
the spectral data were binned to 1 photon bin�1, which ismore ap-
propriate for the C-statistic (Cash 1979; Nousek & Shue 1989).14

In general, the C-statistic provides better parameter estimation
when there are few or no background counts and when source
counts are low, so it was used to estimate parameters during the
fitting. Following the parameter estimation,�2 statistics were then
applied to these parameter values as an extra consistency check.

During the preflare and flare time regions, mode switching
led to collection of both PC mode data andWTmode data. When
the count rate was high (k0.5 counts s�1), WT mode data were
used, rather than PC mode data, in order to avoid effects due to
pile-up on the detector. This did not detract significantly from
the data, since there was nearly equivalentWTand PCmode cov-
erage throughout the time period before and during the flare when

14 See also http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/xanadu/xspec.
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the count rate was high. WT mode data are free of significant
pile-up effects throughout the entire range of flux reported in
this paper, since pile-up does not begin to effect WT mode data
until 1 crab (Burrows et al. 2005a). The PC and WT mode light
curves before and after the flare were compared to each other to
be sure that the data points with little or no pile-up were con-
sistent with each other.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Light Curve

The overall light curve for GRB 050502B is shown in Figure 1.
Since the PC mode data were piled-up during the bright flare,
the more reliableWTmode data were used for periods when the
count rate was high (k0.5 counts s�1). However, it is worth
pointing out that the piled-up data (with a correction applied)
and non-piled-up data in PC mode match the WT mode data
during the flare; thus, there should be no systematic shift in a
light curve that contains both types of data. The overall light
curve has many features. There is an obvious underlying decay
curve. Superimposed on this decay is a rapid and intense rate
increase, beginning at 345 � 30 s. For clarity, we refer to this
large rate increase as the giant flare throughout the remainder of
the text. There is also significant shorter timescale variability
near the peak of the giant flare when viewed in the hard band
(1.0–10.0 keV), as shown in Figure 2. Following the giant flare,
the underlying decay continues at a decay rate consistent with the
decay rate before the giant flare. After several hours (>104 s), two
significant bumps in the X-ray emission occur consecutively. At
an undetermined time during or after the bumps, the underlying
decay becomes steeper.

The underlying decay before and after the giant flare can be fit
by a single power law that decays as�t��, where � ¼ 0:8 � 0:2
(the error bar is dominated by systematic variations associated
with the choice of flare start and stop times), and t0 is taken as
the time of the prompt burst. As can be seen from Figure 3,
fitting the preflare light-curve data and the postflare light-curve
data independently does not significantly improve the fit. In this
plot, the dotted lines represent fits to the preflare and postflare

data independently of one another (resulting in decay curves
�t�1:0�0:3 and �t�0:7�0:3, respectively), while the solid line
represents a fit of all preflare and postflare data (�t�0:8�0:2). The
lines in Figure 3 lie on top of one another, within error, indi-
cating that there is no evidence for a change in the underlying
decay after the giant flare, relative to that before the giant flare.
Aside from the flare itself, there is no evidence for any increase
in the underlying decay flux relative to the preflare extrapola-
tion of the decay (i.e., there is no evidence for afterglow shock
reenergization near the time of the flare), but a factor of �2
increase of the postflare flux relative to the preflare flux could be
possible within the error bars of the data.
The giant flare begins to rise up above the underlying decay

curve at 345 � 30 s. It rises to a sharp peak at 743 � 10 s, but
this appears to be on top of a broader peak that extends from
640 � 20 to 790 � 20 s. There is significant time structure
within the peak of the giant flare itself, particularly in the harder
X-ray light curve (see Fig. 2). The rise and decay of the giant

Fig. 1.—Overall 0.2–10 keV band light curve of GRB 050502B. Vertical
error bars are 1 � statistical errors. Horizontal error bars represent time bin size.
Open circle points represent WT mode data, and dots represent PC mode data.
The ‘‘giant flare’’ is the obvious >500 times rate increase at (345 � 30) s. There
is also some bumpiness and /or flattening evident in the light curve at k104 s, as
well as an underlying decay below all of this activity. Last datum is 90% confi-
dence level upper limit.

Fig. 2.—Hard/soft band ratio of GRB 050502B. Error bars are 1 � statistical
errors.

Fig. 3.—Flare and fit to underlying decay curve of GRB 050502B, in the
0.2–10 keV energy band. During the underlying decay, the solid line corre-
sponds to a fit of all data points shown before and after the flare. The dotted lines,
which are fits to the preflare and postflare data independently, do not deviate
significantly from fitting all underlying data simultaneously. Vertical error bars
are 1 � statistical errors. Horizontal error bars represent the time bin size.
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flare can both be fit by simple power laws below the broad
peak. The flare rises rapidly as �t9:5�2:1, and it decays rapidly
as �t�9:0�1:5. If the underlying power-law decay is subtracted
from the giant flare data, then the rise is fit as �t9:9�2:2, and the
decay is fit as �t�9:2�1:6. The fits were all done using flare data
outside of the 150 s region defining the peak and assuming a time
origin at the burst trigger time. Over the total 1360 s duration of
the giant flare (837 s of good observation time), there were 23,352
excess photons (in excess of both background and underlying
decay-curve extrapolation) collected inWTmode. If one assumes
that the 30 s duration hard X-ray rise at the top of the giant flare
is a subflare, then the significance of only this short variation is
6.4 �, with 376 photons detected in excess of the giant flare broad
peak.

Following the decay of the giant flare, the light curve contin-
ues to decay at the preflare decay rate until �104 s. Starting after
(1:9 � 0:3) ; 104 s, there are two consecutive broad bumps in the
light curve, or possibly a flattening combined with a bump. The
time frame for the first bump is estimated to be (1:9 � 0:3) ; 104

to (4:9 � 0:3) ; 104 s, and the time frame for the second bump
is taken as (4:9 � 0:3) ; 104 to (1:1 � 0:1) ; 105 s. The large
error bar on the last data point is dominated by our inability to
deconvolve the decay of the second bump from the faster decay
of the underlying light curve after the second bump. Given the
time frames stated above, the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the
excess over the underlying decay curve for the first bump is 6.6 �,
and the S/N of the excess over the underlying decay for the
second bump is 17 �.

After the two late bumps (or possibly during the second
bump), the slope of the light curve becomes steeper. The last de-
tection on the light curve and the upper limit shown in Figure 1
are significantly below the power-law decay extrapolated from
times prior to the late bumps. The 90% confidence level upper
limit is a factor of 8 below the extrapolated curve. It is difficult
to estimate the time at which the steepening begins or the exact
slope, since we cannot be certain of the contribution of the sec-
ond late bump relative to the underlying decay curve itself. If
one fits the data above 1:1 ; 105 s with a power-law decay, then
the resulting decay index is � ¼ 2:8 � 0:8.

4.2. Spectra

4.2.1. Hard/Soft Band Ratio

The hard/soft band ratio, as well as the light curves in the
respective bands, are shown in Figure 2. Three things are clear
from this plot. First, the hard/soft band ratio increases during
the flare and subsequently decays as the flare decays. We note
the similarity to the spectral evolution of prompt GRB emis-
sion. Second, the hard band shows significant short-timescale
variability, particularly near the peak of the giant flare (as dis-
cussed previously). Third, the hard band begins to decay more
quickly than the soft band. Furthermore, the soft band has a
shallower decay slope, relative to the slope of the flare rise. It is
clear from this plot that the hardness ratio increases at the onset
of the flare, independent of any modeling, since this is merely a
band ratio plot with no model dependence.

4.2.2. Spectral Fits

The spectra throughout the X-ray flaring and the underlying
decay can be adequately fit by a simple power law with ab-
sorption, which looks like

f ¼ C e�NH� (E)
� � E

1 keV

� ���

; ð1Þ

where NH is the neutral hydrogen column density in units of
atoms cm�2, �(E ) is the energy-dependent photoelectric ab-
sorption cross section (Morrison and McCammon 1983), � is
the spectral photon index (note that �was chosen rather than the
usual � or �, to avoid confusion with the bulk Lorentz factor or
with the power-law temporal decay index), and C is the nor-
malization constant in units of photons cm�2 s�1 keV�1. These
fits lead to �2/dof values that range from 0.67 to 1.21, as a
function of the time used in the fit, except during the giant flare
at which time the �2/dof reaches a value of 1.44 (328 dof ) at the
peak of the flare. These fits lead to NH values that rise signifi-
cantly during the onset of the flare and then decay after the flare;
but outside of the giant flare time region, the NH values are
reasonable. Other models were explored and found to produce
as good or superior fits, without the need for an apparent in-
crease in the column density.

In general, the prompt emission from GRBs can be more
realistically fit with Band functions (Band et al. 1993), rather
than simple power laws. Since the giant X-ray flare could be
due to the same mechanisms that produce the nominal prompt
emission, it is reasonable to try to fit Band function or Band
function–like models to the time periods when the flare was
dominating the observed emission. For the soft X-ray obser-
vations being analyzed here, nearly all of the photons are below
any reasonable Band function cutoff energy. As a result, spec-
tral fits with a power law multiplied with an exponential cutoff
are nearly equivalent to fits with a Band function, and these fits
require fewer parameters and lead to better convergence on
photon-limited data. We have explored this by fitting several
time periods during and around the giant flare with both ab-
sorbed Band functions and absorbed cutoff power laws.We find
that both of these models fit the flaring-time regions signifi-
cantly better than the simple power-law models, whereas the
absorbed power-law models fit better during time periods when
the flare was not dominating the emission. The Band function
models and the power laws with exponential cutoffs fit equally
well during the flare, and the exponential cutoffs provide better
convergence due to the reduced number of parameters to be fit.
At the peak of the flare, the cutoff power law fit the data with
a �2/dof of 1.21. The cutoff power law was compared to the
simple power law using the F-test, resulting in an F-test prob-
ability of �3 ; 10�14, supporting the improvement of the fit
using the cutoff power law rather than the simple power law.
When this fact is coupled with the increasing column density
values obtained using the simple power law and the prompt-
emission-like timing properties of the giant flare, it is clear that
the cutoff power law is more applicable to the flaring-time re-
gion. So for the remainder of the analysis, we have used the
absorbed power law with exponential cutoff to fit time periods
during the giant X-ray flare, and we have used an absorbed
simple power law to fit all other time periods.

The absorbed power law with exponential cutoff has the
following form,

f ¼ C e�NH�(E)
� � E

1 keV

� ���

eE=Ecut

� �
; ð2Þ

where NH is the neutral hydrogen column density (as before), �
is the spectral photon index, Ecut is the characteristic cutoff en-
ergy in units of kilo–electron volts, and C is the normalization
constant in units of photons cm�2 s�1 keV�1. Since some models
predict column density variations, we leftNH free to vary through-
out the fitting procedure, but we did set the lower bound of the
NH to the measured Galactic value (Dickey & Lockman 1990).
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The results of applying the absorbed power law with an ex-
ponential cutoff model to the flare and an absorbed power law to
the nonflare time regions are shown in Figure 4. The value of Ecut

is not plotted in Figure 4, since it was consistent with a constant
value of 2:5 � 0:2 keV during the flare, with one exception. Dur-
ing the final decay of the flare, Ecut was large enough (>170 keV)
to make the cutoff power-law model effectively become a simple
power-law model with characteristics similar to the underlying
decay. There is significant variability of the soft X-ray spectral
index during the giant flare, as can be seen in the top panel of
Figure 4. The data prior to the giant flare appear to have spectral
fits that are consistent with the spectral fits after the flare. During
the giant flare, the spectrum hardens significantly; then, during
the decay of the flare, it begins to soften back to a value consistent
with the spectrum during the underlying light curve before and
after the flare. By the time the underlying emission is dominat-
ing the light curve again, the spectrum appears to have become
soft again, as it was before the flare. This softening during the
decay of the flare is caused by the faster decay of the hard emis-
sion, as seen in Figure 2. There is also a weak indication of some
gradual hardening of the spectrum as the underlying flux fades.
All of the fit parameters displayed in Figure 4 fit the data well; the
�2/dof ranged from 0.62 to 1.21. A sample spectral fit, calculated
during the rising edge of the giant flare, is shown in Figure 5.

5. ENERGY OF THE GIANT X-RAY FLARE

During the time period of the giant X-ray flare, the total fluence
in the 0.2–10.0 keV band was (1:2 � 0:05) ; 10�6 ergs cm�2.

After subtracting the underlying light-curve data, the total fluence
from the flare only is calculated to be (1:0 � 0:05) ; 10�6 ergs
cm�2, in the same energy band. This fluence actually exceeds
the fluence measured during the prompt emission phase by BAT
in higher energy bands, which was (8:0 � 1:0) ; 10�7 ergs cm�2

in the 15–350 keV band (Cummings et al. 2005).

Fig. 4.—Spectral parameters of GRB 050502B. Open circle data points (during nonflare time periods) represent parameter values fit using an absorbed simple power-
law model. Data points denoted with crosses (during giant flare) represent parameter values fit using an absorbed power law with an exponential cutoff. The top panel
shows an obvious hardening during the giant flare. During the flare, the value for Ecut was free, but it remained at 2:5 � 0:2 keV, except during the transition from the
flare decay to the underlying light-curve-dominated emission. NH, shown in the middle panel, was a free parameter, but it was required to be above the Galactic value
(Dickey & Lockman 1990), which is shown as a solid line across the plot; this is the reason for the uneven error bars during the flare. Error bars are 1 � statistical errors,
assuming two parameters of interest. Upper limits are 90% confidence level.

Fig. 5.—Example of a spectral fit using the absorbed power-law model with
an exponential cutoff. This fit used data during the rising edge of the giant X-ray
flare. Residuals of the fit are shown in the bottom plot.
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6. DISCUSSION

The fast variability timescales and the magnitude of the giant
flare seem to favor an internal engine origin for the emission, as
opposed to a mechanism associated with the afterglow. Before
looking at the supporting evidence for internal engine origin, let
us first consider some afterglow-related possibilities. Discontinui-
ties in the jet environment cannot explain the fast rise,�t 9:5�2:1,
and small �trise/tpeak � 0:5. Rise and decay times associated with
the forward shock encountering discontinuities are expected to
be much longer than the times for these observations (Ioka et al.
2005). Explanations for the giant flare involving a refreshed shock
are also ruled out, since there is no evidence for a shift in the
preflare versus postflare light curve that would indicate energy
injection into the external shock. The preflare and postflare light
curves can be extrapolated to one another with near-perfect over-
lap, indicating a continuous underlying afterglow extending from
times well before the X-ray flare. The giant flare is also steeper
than one would expect if it was due to refreshing of the shock.
Explanations involving a reverse shock, and associated synchro-
tron and synchrotron self-Compton emission (Kobayashi et al.
2005; Zhang et al. 2006), can be marginally accommodated by
�t/t � 1; however, the large relative increase (factor of�500 times)
of the giant flare over the afterglow and the faster variability at
the peak of the flare makes these models less tenable in this case
(Kobayashi et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2006). Furthermore, the
synchrotron emission from a reverse shock model for this flare
would require associated strong UV-optical flaring, which was
not observed.

Interpreting this giant flare as the start of the afterglow phase
(Piro et al. 2005) is also inconsistent with the data. It is apparent
from the light curve and from the spectral index before and after
the flare that the afterglow began before the start of the X-ray
flare. The temporal power-law decay index just before the flare
matches the index just after the flare, as does the spectral index.
This favors independent mechanisms for production of the X-ray
flare photons and the underlying afterglow photons.

Spectroscopically, the afterglow and giant flare show inter-
esting features. Initially, we fit the whole evolution with an
absorbed power-law model, i.e., that expected from an after-
glow created by a blast wave shock front. We found that this
model provided a marginally good description of the data only
if the absorbing column was left free to vary. The resulting
evolution tracks the flux evolution: the apparent NH is initially
low, increases abruptly when the flare begins, and then pro-
gressively decreases back to a value consistent with the preflare
NH. Lazzati & Perna (2002, 2003) predicted and discussed
evolution of an X-ray absorbing column due to the progressive
photoionization of the absorbing ions by the burst and afterglow
UV and X-ray radiation. The recombination timescale for any
reasonable density of the ambient medium is longer than the
observed times, and therefore the X-ray column is expected to
decrease in time. Such behavior has been observed in a few
GRBs with BeppoSAX (Lazzati & Perna 2002; Frontera et al.
2004). For the giant flare from GRB 050502B, an increase of
the absorbing column is required at the onset of the flare, if an
absorbed power law is assumed, and even this does not provide
a particularly good fit. This is hard to interpret in terms of pho-
toionization of the absorbing medium. Small increases of the
absorbing column can be accounted for if the external medium
is clumped, since the surface of the emitting fireball is increas-
ing in time due to its deceleration. However, an increase of the
column by a factor of�10 seems unlikely, since the clumps will
affect only a small portion of the visible fireball.

This apparently unrealistic NH increase, combined with the hy-
pothesis that the giant flare was caused by the same mechanism
as the nominal prompt emission (supported by the fast timing
structure of the giant flare), motivated the fits to the data using a
model that included an exponential cutoff. This resulted in better
fits to these data, and it resulted in more self-consistent spectral
parameters. In particular, the NH no longer appeared to increase
dramatically at the onset of the flare and was consistent with the
Galactic value of 3:65 ; 1020 atoms cm�2 (Dickey & Lockman
1990). The data do allow for the possibility that the NH was
slightly higher after the flare, but it is certainly not required
within the statistical and systematic errors that are present in the
fitting procedure. If the NH was slightly higher before and after
the flare, with a decrease to Galactic values during the flare, this
could be explained by photoionization; however, the final upper
limit data point does not support this interpretation. The sim-
plest interpretation is that the NH was constant at approximately
the Galactic value, with only slight fluctuations due to statistical
and systematic errors.

As discussed above, we considered the possibility that the
giant flare was due to late-time internal shocks related to a late
rebrightening of the inner engine. In this case, the flare spectrum
should be describedwith a Band function or an exponential cutoff
power law rather than a simple power law, as is usually observed
for typical prompt GRB emission. Allowing for this extra degree
of freedom, we find that a good fit can be obtained without the
previously described dramatic evolution of the absorbing column.
The unabsorbed spectrum hardens sensibly during the flare, and
the spectral shape is similar to that observed in X-ray flashes.
Following the giant flare, the spectral index returns to a value
consistent with the softer afterglow spectrum observed before
the flare. This spectral evolution adds to the evidence discussed
above for an internal shock origin of the giant flare.

The two bumps at k104 s can be interpreted in a variety of
ways. Observationally, they are not well constrained. They appear
to be two late and broad flares with a subsequent increase in the
afterglow decay rate (i.e., steepening of the light curve). This
increase in the decay rate could begin any time after the peak of
the second bump; thus, the interpretation of the timescales is
difficult. However, it is clear that there are two significant rate
increases on top of the afterglow decay. These two bumps could
be continued internal engine activity, but the longer timescales
and the spectral parameters do not require this interpretation.
The bumps could be caused by density fluctuations in the ex-
ternal medium through which the afterglow shock is propa-
gating. The bumps could also be due to energy injection into the
afterglow shock front and/or an associated reverse shock. This
energy could come from material emitted from the internal
engine that gets emitted at a later time than the initial prompt
emission or that gets emitted with a slower speed.

The data show no evidence of rebrightening immediately
after the giant flare. Evidence for rebrightening does not pre-
sent itself untilk104 s. If the giant flare is due to a delayed ejec-
tion episode from the central engine, this will eventually have
to catch-up with the initially emitted ejecta, and a brightening
above the underlying afterglow by about a factor of 2 would be
expected. The time at which the catch-up is observed depends
on the Lorentz factors of the two ejecta, on the energetics, and
on the external medium properties. In Figure 6, we explore the
feasibility of this model using a contour plot of the observed time
at which the reenergization would be expected to take place as a
function of �1 and �2, the Lorentz factors of the material as-
sociated with the initial ejection episode and of the delayed one,
respectively. A total energy of 1052 ergs for the initial ejection
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episode is assumed (relevant if the GRB lies at z � 1 and the
internal shock has a radiative efficiency of �0.3). A uniform
external medium with density n ¼ 10 cm�3 is also assumed
(assuming n ¼ 1 cm�3 has only a marginal effect and does not
impact conclusions). The gray shaded area shows the region
104 � tcoll � 105 s, where the late-time bumps of unknown origin
are observed. If one assumes that this model is correct, the plot
shows two important things: (1) the second flow of ejecta started
slower than the first one, and (2) it had a Lorentz factor �2 P 20.

In the simplest version of synchrotron internal shocks, where
the logarithmic dispersion of the Lorentz factor does not depend
on the average � of the flow, the peak frequency of the spectrum
is inversely proportional to the Lorentz factor (Ghisellini et al.
2000). In the model that attempts to explain the giant flare and
the late-time flux increase described in the paragraph above,
we see the opposite behavior: the higher the Lorentz factor, the
higher the peak frequency (since the larger �1 is associated with
the BAT-detected prompt emission, and the smaller �2 is as-
sociated with the giant X-ray flare). A way out of this incon-
sistency is to assume that the logarithmic dispersion of Lorentz
factor is smaller when the average Lorentz factor is smaller.
This would produce smaller peak frequencies for smaller Lorentz
factors. Since the spectral properties of the flare are similar to
X-ray flash spectra, it is tantalizing to infer that X-ray flashes
might share this property. Alternatively, one could attempt to
explain the bumps at >104 s as being due to even later internal
engine activity. More detailed studies to model the energy budget
and the timing of sporadic and late internal engine emission will
be necessary to discriminate between these two competing pos-
sibilities for the bumps in the light curve at times >104 s.

If one assumes that the giant flare was due to a process similar
to the initial prompt emission, the peak energy should be roughly
proportional to L1/2

iso
, with significant spread around the expecta-

tion values, as shown for a sample of bursts by Ghirlanda et al.
(2005). Qualitatively, this is consistent with the data; the initial
prompt emission relative to the giant flare emission peak lumi-
nosity is about 2 orders of magnitude higher, and the peak energy
decreases from 80 to 3 keV. The downward shift of peak energy
is possibly a bit more than expected by the simple scaling with
L1/2iso , which could in principle be influenced by the relative Lorentz
factors of the two ejection episodes. However, the systematic

errors due to the differing energy ranges of the initial prompt
emission and the giant flare, as well as the measured spread in
the peak energy to luminosity relationship, allow for order-of-
magnitude variation.
In addition to flaring, a steepening was observed in the light

curve beyond�1:1 ; 105 s. One obvious interpretation of this is
that a jet break has been observed. A jet break is a steepening of
the light-curve decay that occurs when the relativistic beaming
angle, which is increasing as the fireball Doppler factor is de-
creasing, begins to exceed the physical opening angle of the jet
(Rhoads 1999). One can calculate the jet opening angle as a
function of the jet break time, assuming a fireball model expand-
ing into a constant density interstellar medium. This leads to �0 ¼
7N8t 3/85 E�1/8

52 n1/8ism½(1þ z)/2��3/8
, where t5 is the jet break time in

units of 105 s, E52 is the isotropic energy in units of 1052 ergs,
nism is the interstellar medium density in units of cm�3, and
z is the redshift. Assuming typical parameters and a jet break
time of �1:1 ; 105 s leads to an opening angle of �8N1, which
is within the typical range of bursts observed and studied with
known redshifts (Bloom et al. 2003). Alternatively, this steeper
slope could be interpreted as the end of a period of continuous
energy injection that was feeding the afterglow shock, thus
creating a shallower decay slope followed by a steepening when
the continuous energy injection phase ends. However, the work
of Zhang et al. (2006) suggests that this type of break would
lead to a steepening of the light-curve decay index to �1.2,
whereas the data in this case suggest a steepening to a decay
index of �2:8 � 0:8, which is more indicative of a jet break.
While the model in which the break is caused by an end to con-
tinuous energy injection is not ruled out here, it seems that a jet
break is the more likely explanation for the steepening in the
light curve after �1:1 ; 105 s. The data from this burst, as well
as other flaring bursts found in the SwiftXRT data, should allow
much more rigorous studies of the various models and their
predicted temporal and spectral parameters.
It is also possible, within the error bars of the temporal power-

law decay indices, that the underlying afterglow decay index
was steeper (� � 1:0) throughout the whole curve and that the
entire light curve, between the start of the giant flare and the
final data point on Figure 1, was due to internal engine flaring
and energy injection. This scenario seems less likely, since the
features of the light curve and spectra before and after the giant
flare match each other well and since it requires even later internal
engine activity. This scenario is mentioned, since it is possible
within the error bars of the data; however, the data certainly do
not require or suggest this interpretation.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The complex light curve of GRB 050502B has many inter-
esting features. The most interesting of these is a giant flare with
a fast rise/decay that began at 345 � 30 s, well after the nominal
17:5 � 0:2 s prompt GRB phase. This is the largest X-ray flare
ever detected after the apparent cessation of prompt emission.
After compiling all of the evidence, we come to the conclusion
that the simplest explanation for this flare is continued activity
in the internal engine of the GRB, not associated with the after-
glow external shock. This evidence includes:

1. The temporal decay index before and after the flare is
identical, within error, indicating that the afterglow had already
begun before the flare.
2. The rise time and decay time of the flare are very fast;

thus, the flare is difficult (although not impossible) to explain
with mechanisms associated with the external shock.

Fig. 6.—Contour plot of the observed time of reenergization (in seconds)
due to the collision between the first ejecta, which has initial Lorentz factor �1

and hypothetically produces the initial prompt emission, with the delayed
ejecta, which has Lorentz factor �2 and hypothetically produces the giant X-ray
flare emission. The shaded region shows the area consistent with the two late-
time bumps that may be caused by this collision.
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3. There is even faster time structure near the peak of the
flare in the band above 1 keV.

4. The spectra during the giant flare are represented better by
a Band function or cutoff power-lawmodel, rather than a simple
power law.

5. The spectra before and after the flare are consistent with
an afterglow that has already begun before the flare and con-
tinues with approximately the same spectral index after the flare,
whereas the spectra during the flare are significantly harder.

6. Based on recent data there appear to be many other similar
flares, although not as intense as this one, with even faster time
profiles (suggesting extended internal engine activity) in up to
�1

2
of the Swift-detected GRBs.

The two late bumps in the light curve (at >104 s) are not as
well constrained, so conclusions are not as firm. They could be
due to more internal engine activity, such as that which created
the giant flare, or they could be due to another process associated
with the afterglow shock. If one or both of these bumps is due to
reenergization of the afterglow shock due to the same internal
engine ejection episode that created the giant flare at �345 s,
then this ejecta must have been emitted with a Lorentz factor
�2 P 20, and it must have been traveling slower than the primary
ejecta that created the BAT-detected prompt emission. However,
the limits on �2 are obviously dependent on the presumption that
the bumps at >104 s are due to reenergization of the afterglow
shock by the same ejecta responsible for the giant flare. Although
this presumption is consistent with the data, it is not the only pos-
sible explanation, as stated earlier.We can also conclude that there
was a steepening of the light curve at some time during or after
the late bumps (i.e., after �5 ; 104 s). This steepening could
have been a jet break, or it could have been the end of a phase of
continuous energy injection into the afterglow shock front.

This GRB, and the associated X-ray flare, can be most easily
explained within the framework of the standard GRB fireball
model (Mészáros & Rees 1997), provided that there is some
mechanism to feed the internal engine activity for extended time
periods. Although Type I collapsar models with prompt black
hole formation cannot explain late-time internal engine activ-
ity (MacFadyen et al. 2001), the fallback of material onto
the central black hole after a stellar collapse could last for long
time periods (Woosley 1993; MacFadyen et al. 2001) and lead
to late internal engine activity, albeit with significantly reduced
luminosity. Continued energy release due to dynamics of a mag-
netized disk around a black hole, as described by Katz (1997),
and/or continued and sporadic emission due to fragmentation
and subsequent accretion during the collapse of a rapidly ro-
tating stellar core, as described by King et al. (2005), could
both explain observations of extended production of internal
shocks. Continued and sporadic internal engine activity has also
been explained by Perna et al. (2006) as an effect resulting from
large-amplitude gravitational instabilities in the outer accretion
disk.

In the time period since the analysis of the data from this
GRB, Swift has detected several more GRBs with X-ray flares
(Nousek et al. 2005). In the near future, it will be possible to use
samples of manyGRBs with X-ray flares to test models of long-
timescale prompt emission.
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